COVID-19 Scientific Advisory Group Rapid
Response Report
Key Research Questions:
In the context of an established site based COVID19 outbreak:
Is there evidence that centralized voluntary isolation/quarantine centers (CVICs) reduce
transmission and spread?
1. Which individuals affected by the outbreak should receive laboratory testing for COVID-19, and
should be recommended for voluntary centralized quarantine if isolation centres (hotels, student
housing or boarding school sites, other public buildings) were available,?
a. Lab-confirmed cases
b. Symptomatic household contacts with COVID test pending or negative
c. Asymptomatic household contacts
2. When can affected workers (including those who tested positive, household contacts to cases,
and those who were never affected) safely return to work? Is there a role for testing in these
groups?

Context








Large outbreaks have occurred in Alberta associated with situations of high vulnerability in closed
settings, for example beef and poultry processing plants, oil sands worker camps, as well as
long-term care homes
Outbreaks in specific locations are often multifactorial in nature, with contributing factors from
outside of the workplace, and require a One Health approach for investigation and control.
WHO indicates that one of the critical pieces that must be in place before community wide
restrictions can be modified is that outbreak risks are minimized in special settings like health
facilities and nursing homes’ (World Health Organization, 2020a)
Quarantine refers to the restriction of activities of a person who is not ill but had possible
exposure to a disease, allowing early and rapid detection of disease.
Isolation refers to restriction of activities of an ill person, to prevent transmission of disease.
All of these recommendations must also be applied in conjunction with other outbreak
management strategies such as symptom-based screening, physical distancing, rigor; as well as
recommendations on PPE and cleaning and disinfection. Please see the SAG Rapid Review on
the outbreak strategies.

Key Messages from the Evidence Summary






Recommendations and practical guidelines can be set for use of centralized, voluntary
quarantine/isolation centres and diagnostic testing and quarantine/isolation strategies needed for these
centres based on indirect evidence. Strategies have to be balanced with costs, and resource availability.
There are limited high quality studies on the effect of voluntary quarantine/isolation centers in localized
outbreak situations, however, there are a number of high quality peer-reviewed studies that investigate
the effect of quarantine/isolation along with other public heath interventions at the population level. A
cohort study by Pan et al. (2020) found that effect of a suite of public health interventions, including home
quarantine, centralized quarantine/isolation, and social distancing, were temporally associated with
improved control of the COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan.
The scientific rationale for testing, quarantine and isolation of individuals associated within outbreaks,
their contacts and household members is based on the risk of transmission from symptomatic or
asymptomatic individuals and within- and between- household transmission dynamics.
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There are some significant gaps in our knowledge that make it difficult to make definitive
recommendations, including gaps related to our understanding of asymptomatic transmission, shedding
of cultivatable virus, role of serologic testing and likelihood of protective immunity, and the duration of
immunity post infection.
Practical guidelines for return to work (RTW) can also be developed recognizing again that there are key
gaps in our knowledge with respect to infectious period and non-viable virus shedding.

Committee Discussion
Acknowledging the research gaps in this area, including around testing strategies in the context of an outbreak
(which is discussed further in the asymptomatic testing report), and the lack of high quality studies examining the
impact of the independent effect of quarantine/isolation, there was consensus about the pragmatic
recommendations presented below. There was general consensus that for patients who are unable to effectively
isolate in their current living situation, that the use of a voluntary quarantine / isolation centers should be
considered. The committee acknowledged that the specific PPE worn by staff in the context of outbreaks would
vary for LTC, vs other settings (homeless shelters, workplaces, communal living settings), and focused
recommendations on where use of medical masks was recommended (and for whom). It was noted that a
comprehensive testing strategy could be used to guide placement within a voluntary quarantine / isolation center,
but there may be testing constraints based on procurement of laboratory supplies. Therefore, some priorities for
who should be tested are provided. The committee highlighted two relevant documents addressing additional
strategies to consider in the context of an outbreak including medical mask use and a review on testing strategies
for people without symptoms in the context of an outbreak.

Recommendations
1.

Based on limited evidence, centralized voluntary quarantine centres are recommended for use in Alberta as
an outbreak control measure for specific groups of cases and contacts where home isolation or quarantine is
likely to be suboptimal and AHS recommendations for self-isolation are not feasible.
2. If there are no constraints on laboratory testing capacity, we recommend that all individuals associated with
an outbreak of COVID-19 should be tested regardless of symptoms to inform how individuals are placed
within voluntary centralized isolation/quarantine centres. Further information on testing strategies within an
outbreak can be found here.
3. If laboratory testing is constrained, then we recommend prioritizing individuals involved in an outbreak for
testing as follows: close contacts with symptoms, and close contacts who are at high risk for developing
complications if they develop COVID-19 (eg: >70 years old, heart disease, hypertension, lung disease,
diabetes, cancer, or people with weakened immune systems from a medical condition or treatment, such as
chemotherapy). Individuals will still be identified for isolation and quarantine, and daily clinical followup in
CVIC or household settings based on their individual risk assessment regardless of testing.
4. It is recommended that return to work (RTW) guidelines for persons involved in workplace outbreaks align
with the AHS guidelines for RTW for HCW (Alberta Health Services, 2020).

Practical Guidance regarding Question 1: Quarantine Centers
1. Centralized voluntary isolation/quarantine centers should be used in Alberta for specific groups of cases and
contacts where home isolation or quarantine is likely to be suboptimal and AHS recommendations for selfisolation is not feasible. An example of this would be people who live in large, crowded households where
adequate space is not available to follow isolation or quarantine guidelines (Government of Alberta, 2020).
2. Based on a study during the H1N1 pandemic, positive cases should be isolated in private rooms with private
bathrooms in an isolation building or area, separate from the quarantine area. Quarantine rooms could cohort
more than one known negative contact in the room if necessary or desired (e.g. family members). If one of the
individuals becomes positive, that person would need to move into isolation and the other person’s quarantine
period would restart at 14 days from their last exposure to the positive person (Chen et al, 2010).
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Practical Guidance regarding Question 2: Lab Testing and Quarantine
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

If people cannot appropriately isolate/quarantine at home, they should be encouraged to move into the
centralized, voluntary quarantine facility. Families should not be split up and children and/or elderly family
members may need to cohort with parents/support people.
Symptomatic cases should be placed into isolation while awaiting results.
All test positive cases need to be isolated as they represent the highest transmission risk, while transmission
from asymptomatic test positive cases is likely but cannot be precisely quantified (Arons et al 2020).
It is reasonable to use an isolation period during outbreaks of 14 days (or until symptom resolution,
whichever is longest) rather than 10 days (or until symptom resolution, whichever is longest) as usually
recommended in Alberta (Government of Alberta, 2020). As the exact length of the infectious period (live
virus is shedding) with SARS-CoV-2 is not clear, but reported to exceed 7-8 days (Wölfel et al, 2020, Arons
et al 2020), extending the duration of isolation period or transmission-based precautions if a non-test based
strategy is used would be prudent. This 14-day isolation period will align with the RTW strategy for HCW
(Alberta Health Services, 2020).
Symptomatic test-negative cases should be isolated, in a different area of the facility from the COVID-19
positive cases, based on low but unknown false negative rate (APL memo, 2020) and repeat testing can be
considered based on the assessed likelihood of COVID-19.
Quarantine of exposed contacts must include active daily monitoring (including monitoring of those within the
CVIC) for symptom development.
The recommended quarantine period for close contacts is 14 days. This is based on a typical incubation
period for COVID-19 of 5 days, with 99% of infected contacts developing symptoms by 14 days.
Evidence suggests that household contacts of positive COVID-19 cases are potentially the highest priority for
quarantine, because the incidence rate among household contacts, in most studies is around10%.

Practical Guidance regarding Question 3: RTW, specifically in the setting of work-associated
outbreaks
1.

2.

Return to work (RTW) guidelines for all workers should be aligned with the AHS Health Care Worker
recommendations requiring workers to wait 14 days after their symptom onset or until symptoms resolve
whichever is longest. For asymptomatic individuals who test positive (and who remain asymptomatic), the 14
day period will start from the date of positive test. There is no testing protocol required before RTW (Alberta
Health Services, 2020).
Testing protocols for RTW are not recommended because the RT-PCR positive test does not equate with
live virus; this test may be identifying non-viable virus or viral fragments. Moreover, a negative test in
someone who might have (knowingly or unknowingly) been in contact with a case does not mean the person
will not develop symptoms over the coming days.

Research Gaps





While the impact of self-isolation and quarantine on reducing transmission is clear, the effectiveness of
CVICs specifically in reducing disease transmission, and improving outbreak control is not clear.
The willingness of people to use centralized isolation/quarantine centers, when they are voluntary, is not
clear.
The impact of testing all individuals associated with an outbreak of COVID-19 regardless of symptoms on
outbreak control is not established, but stands to improve our understanding of the epidemiology of an
outbreak (specifically a better understanding of the role of transmission from symptomatic and
asymptomatic source cases) and can guide management of current and future outbreaks. It is
hypothesized that broad-based testing of all individuals during outbreaks including asymptomatic
individuals would identify those who may be infectious without knowing it and break chains of
transmission upstream thus reducing future hospitalization and deaths
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Summary of Evidence
Peer-reviewed and published literature was used whenever available. Guidelines were found in the grey literature,
associated with country and organizational websites. There are limited references looking at specific outbreaks of
COVID-19, although many publications investigate quarantine along with other public heath mitigations at the
population level. There is an overall lack of adequate high-quality evidence with respect to live virus shedding and
testing of asymptomatic people. Much of the evidence is available as preprint, which has not been subject to peer
review, is published as correspondence not subject to peer review, or are observational studies, with lower rigor
than formal epidemiological studies.

Evidence from the literature
Research Question 1: Quarantine Centres
Review of the primary literature:
There is some indirect evidence suggesting quarantine and/or quarantine centers contribute to the slowing of
outbreaks. In a cohort study looking at over 32,000 laboratory confirmed cases covid-19 in Wuhan, public health
interventions (including home confinement, centralized quarantine, traffic control, social distancing, universal
symptom survey, and cordon sanitaire) were temporally associated with improving control of the outbreak as
assessed by a decreasing effective reproductive number, decreasing numbers of new cases, across different age,
sex and geographic regions, with the authors noting that centralized quarantine of patients and close contacts
appears to have been associated with a reduction in in-hospital, household, and community transmission. (Pan et
al, 2020). In addition, a Cochrane Review by Nussbaumer-Streit et al. (2020) of 29 diverse studies on the effects
of quarantine alone or in combination with other measures to control COVID-19 was completed as a narrative
synthesis. Meta-analysis was impossible due to the type of evidence available. The certainty of evidence is
described as low to very low, but this is the only review of its type on this subject and is worth examining. The
authors concluded that the current evidence indicates a consistent benefit of quarantine measures. Limitations
include the quality of the evidence and the methodology used. The strongest evidence was from 10 modelling
papers. Most of the papers in the review involved some modeling, and assumptions varied greatly between them.
However, quarantine of contacts that were exposed to confirmed or probable cases consistently prevented 4481% of new cases and 31-51% of deaths, compared to no measures. Implementing effective quarantine early and
in conjunction with other strategies like school closure and social distancing was beneficial. Results were similar
between the SARS or MERS papers and the COVID-19 papers (Nussbaumer-Streit et al, 2020). A recently
posted preprint, Binkin et al. (2020) compared two approaches in controlling COVID-19 outbreaks and early
outcomes in Lombardy and Veneto regions of Italy, 2020. The community-based approach in Veneto was
associated with substantially reduced rates of cases, hospitalizations, and deaths compared with the patientcentered approach in Lombardy. The cumulative case rate was 445/100,000 for Lombardy and 196/100,000 for
Veneto, a 2.3-fold difference. Mortality rates were 75/100,000 and 10/100,000, respectively, a 7.5-fold difference.
The death-to-case ratio was 3.3 times higher in Lombardy than in Veneto (17% versus 5%). Key elements of the
community-based strategy employed in Veneto included extensive contact tracing, rapid testing of both cases and
an extended network of contacts and supervised quarantine and isolation among other interventions (Binkin et al.,
2020).
Understanding patterns of disease transmission and effective contact tracing are other important part of outbreak
management and helps drive quarantine effectiveness. Contact tracing was a critical part of outbreak
management in Singapore, where cases were rapidly identified and isolated. Their close contacts, defined in
various degrees, were quarantined and actively monitored. This aggressive approach is thought to have helped
suppress their outbreak (Ng, 2020). This level of interaction, the non-voluntary nature of it, and cost of the
interventions maybe difficult to carry out in Alberta. Kucharski et al. (2020) model contact tracing data within and
between households involving 40,000 individuals in the UK. Parameters are calculated from the data and used to
investigate individual level transmission in four settings with a range of interventions. The authors suggest, in the
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preprint, that the model suggests high levels of case isolation, effective contact tracing will be required and that
when combined with physical distancing these measures can suppress secondary transmission and the effective
reproduction number below one to control the outbreak. The authors acknowledge that these scenarios do not
consider super spreader events or the effect of mass gatherings, however, results are still within the upper range
of other empirical models (Kucharski et al, 2020). Further calculation of secondary attack rates is discussed in
correspondence in The Lancet, where data from nine localized outbreaks is used to estimate secondary infections
occur among 35% (95% CI: 74-44) of the close contacts of the 137 cases. The relationship between the basic
reproductive number (R0) and the secondary attack rates (SAR) within the household and within the community is
described. It is hypothesized that calculating within and between household SARs and R0 could be used to better
understand where the transmission risk lies (Liu et al., 2020). More work is needed in this area.
The built environment of proposed quarantine centres is also important. There will be cases in isolation during
their recovery as well as contacts in quarantine being actively monitored for symptoms of disease. These groups
(known infected and monitored contacts) should be physically separated perhaps in different wings or areas of the
building. From the H1N1 literature, H1N1 virus-negative contacts that were quarantined during the pandemic,
were more likely to become infected if they shared a room or bathroom with a virus positive case. There was no
increased risk of disease if the H1N1 negative contact was quarantined alone in a room or cohorted with a virusnegative contact in one room (Chen et al., 2010). Lastly, detailed description of the centralized quarantine
facilities in China are available if desired (Zhi, 2020). These may be of interest but of less relevance in the
Canadian situation.
Review of the grey literature:
Alberta guidelines indicate that a person who is in isolation should ideally have their own room and toilet so they
can stay isolated from other household members (Government of Alberta, 2020). Good hygiene, cleaning of
shared surfaces and the ability to remain physically distance from other people in the household are other key
requirements (Government of Alberta, 2020). In comparison, quarantine/isolation facilities in Iceland are available
through the health authority for people who cannot isolate themselves (Embaetti landlaeknis Directorate of Health,
2020). The Red Cross in Iceland will deliver supplies to isolated/quarantined households if they are otherwise
unable to attain these (Embaetti landlaeknis Directorate of Health, 2020). The WHO has also made
recommendations about quarantine facilities (World Health Organization, 2020b).

Research Question 2: Lab Testing and Quarantine
From the primary literature:
The context of this question is that there appears to be community spread of SARS-Cov-2 arising from large
workplace outbreaks, potentially exacerbated by crowded housing situations which make it difficult to adhere to
recommended self-isolation practices. The scientific rationale for testing individuals associated with outbreaks,
their contacts and household members is based on how likely transmission occurs from symptomatic or
asymptomatic individuals and within- and outside- of household transmission dynamics. Existing data on
household transmission risk, particularly from asymptomatic persons, was reviewed. In a preprint by Luo et al
(2020), 2950 contacts of 347 cases were placed in 14 days of quarantine in an observational study, with RTPCR
monitoring every 2 days. There were 129 secondary cases within the contacts. Of the contacts, 0.2% developed
asymptomatic infection, and 2.4% developed symptomatic infection. In this paper, older contacts had increased
risk of infection (1.8% in <18y through 4.2% in 60+ years.) Seventy percent of the contacts were in household
setting and 10.2% acquired COVID-19, with healthcare contact risk of 1.0% and public transport risk at 0.1%.
Source case severity of infection also affected risk (0.03% risk to contacts of asymptomatic through 6.2% from
severe.). However, there were inconsistencies reported in the numbers of source cases and contacts based on
which these numbers were calculated. In an accepted study by Li et al. (2020) assessing 392 household contacts
of 105 index cases, secondary transmission of COVID-19 occurred to 16% of household contacts who had
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contact between onset of symptoms and hospitalization of the index case. In these circumstances, there was
higher transmission to spouse contacts (28%). Importantly there was no secondary transmission to contacts if the
index case was isolated alone from the time on symptom onset (Li et al, 2020). The Korean CDC reported the
contact tracing of 2370 contacts of the first 30 symptomatic cases: 9 of 119 (7,56%) of household contacts were
infected, and transmission from asymptomatic cases was not studied. Transmission in a non-household setting
was also described. Hodcroft et al. (2020), described the setting in a ski resort where an asymptomatic or nearly
asymptomatic index case may have transmitted the infection to 13 people. This cluster raised concerns about the
feasibility of containing the spread of SARS-CoV-2 using infection control measures associated with identification
of symptoms. In recent paper published in the NEJM, Arons et al. (2020), reported an outbreak of COVID-19 in a
long term care facility where 65% of resident tested positive and 56% of them were asymptomatic at the time of
testing with approximately half being re-classified as pre-symptomatic in the next 4 days. In addition to positive
RT PCR among 24 presymptomatic residents, 17 residents had viable virus recovered by culture. The authors
concluded that infection control strategies focused on symptomatic residents failed to prevent transmission during
this outbreak. In the recently posted pre-print, Binkin et al. (2020), compared two approaches in controlling
COVID-19 outbreaks and early outcomes in Lombardy and Veneto regions of Italy, 2020. The community-based
approach in Veneto was associated with substantially reduced rates of cases, hospitalizations, deaths compared
with the patient-centered approach in Lombardy. Community-based interventions employed in Veneto region
included extensive testing of symptomatic and asymptomatic cases with rapid laboratory turnaround and broad
contact tracing around test-positive cases, including extended family, work, and more casual contacts (e.g., at
meetings >15 minutes). There is a growing number of research publications identifying substantial percentage of
asymptomatic individuals who tested positive for COVID-19 in many settings where outbreaks could occur (e.g.,
LTCF, homeless shelters, battleship). Please refer to SAG review on asymptomatic testing and managing
outbreaks for full list of references. It is plausible that SARS-CoV-2 can be transmitted when patients are
asymptomatic, pre-symptomatic, or mildly symptomatic (potentially from 2.5 days prior to onset of symptoms),
based on the finding that RT-PCR levels are high early in infection. This is the basis for recommendations of
contact tracing to go back 48 hours prior to symptom onset (Government of Alberta, 2020). Asymptomatic people
who test positive are not necessarily infectious as it is unknown where they are in the course of disease; they can
be treated as if the test date is Day 1 of the infectious period. Virus isolation to confirm live virus shedding is
neither rapid nor practical in this situation (Wölfel et al, 2020). Also, modeling studies indicated that the
effectiveness of case isolation can be reduced if there was presymptomatic transmission (Hellewell et al 2020).
Live virus shedding/infectiousness period: There is limited information on the period of infectiousness, but live
virus shedding was found during the first 8 days of infection. This is the basis for the recommendation of a 10 day
isolation period after a person becomes symptomatic, or until symptoms disappear, whichever is longer. RT-PCR
can be positive long after 8 days and should not be considered a proxy for shedding of live virus. Wölfel et al.
(2020) is the strongest evidence, with the rest being case studies, in a small number of symptomatic, young,
healthy professionals with no other comorbidities. Wölfel et al (2020) indicate that “based on the present findings,
early discharge with ensuing home isolation could be chosen for patients who are beyond day 10 of symptoms
with less than 100,000 viral RNA copies per ml of sputum. Both criteria predict that there is little residual risk of
infectivity, based on cell culture.” A recent published case series looked at 12 cases which had virus isolation
performed inconsistently. There was one case were the test was performed on Day 9 and it was positive. No virus
isolation was done later in the course of disease (Kujawski et al, 2020). Based on these data a longer isolation
period can be considered (14 days) in people returning to higher risk settings.
Incubation Period and quarantine: The typical incubation period for COVID-19 is 5 days with 99% of persons who
will develop symptoms becoming symptomatic by 14 days. The quarantine period for contacts is based on this 14
day incubation period. The most conclusive article is by Lauer et al. (2020), which estimates the median
incubation period at 5.1 days (95% CI, 4.5 to 5.8 days), and indicates that 97.5% of those who develop symptoms
will do so within 11.5 days (CI, 8.2 to 15.6 days) of infection. This suggests that 99% will develop symptoms by 14
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days post exposure (Lauer et al., 2020). This does mean that a very small proportion of cases may have an
incubation period longer than the 14 day quarantine period.
From the grey literature
In Alberta, persons who have returned from travel outside of Canada, or have been in close contact with a
COVID-19 case must be quarantined for 14 days following return/exposure and monitor for symptoms
(Government of Alberta, 2020). In Alberta, persons with symptoms of fever >38C, new onset (or exacerbation of
chronic) cough, shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, sore throat or runny nose must isolate for 10 days from
onset of symptoms or until symptoms resolve, whichever takes longer (Government of Alberta, 2020). These
current Alberta guidelines document also indicate that cases who were in an isolation centre (not hospitalized)
must be isolated at least 10 days from symptom onset or until symptoms have resolved, whichever is longer,
before returning to a group setting like long-term care home or shelter (Government of Alberta, 2020). If
discharged to long-term care facilities/continuing care/group homes/shelters after hospitalization before the
isolation period is complete, the patient must continue isolation for 14 days from onset of symptoms or until
symptoms have resolved, whichever is longer. The extended duration is an extra precaution because the person
was ill enough to require hospitalization, and is returning to a setting with vulnerable people (Government of
Alberta, 2020). BCCDC (2020) has similar guidelines to Alberta with a 10 day isolation from symptom onset or
until symptoms are resolved but also has further qualifications for release from isolation, to ensure that symptoms
have resolved, specifying that fever must have resolved without use of fever-reducing medication, and respiratory,
gastrointestinal, and systemic symptoms have improved. If using a test based strategy, the resolution of fever and
improvement in symptoms as described above is assessed in combination with 2 negative RT-PCR tests on
nasopharyngeal swabs collected at least 24h apart (British Columbia Centre for Disease Control, 2020).
In addition, the period of communicability used for contact tracing is 48 hours prior to onset of symptoms in the
case or while the confirmed/probable case was symptomatic. When managing asymptomatic cases, the period of
communicability is defined as 48 hours prior to specimen collection to 10 days after specimen collection
(Government of Alberta, 2020). Close contacts are defined as someone who did not have appropriate PPE and
who live with the case or who had close contact with the case within two metres for over 15 minutes, or who had
contact with infectious body fluids, or is a caregiver or health care worker for the case (Government of Alberta,
2020). The BCCDC further divides these close contacts by risk group. High risk are close contacts that lived in the
household had face-to-face contact within 2 metres for over 15 minutes or provided care or had contact with
infectious bodily fluids without use of PPE. Medium-risk are defined as contacts not within 2 metre or wore PPE or
returning international travellers. Lastly low/no risk are those who were briefly it the same room walked by an
infectious person (British Columbia Centre for Disease Control, 2020). CDC also discusses that HCW are
considered essential staff and they may be able to continue to work after a low-risk exposure in some situations
while self-monitoring and using proper PPE. High risk exposure would include close contact with a SARS-CoV-2
positive person in the community during care (without PPE), or contacting bodily fluids with PPE (Center for
Disease Prevention and Control, 2020),
In Iceland, the isolation period is maintained for fourteen days after a positive test result and seven days with no
symptoms. A telephone interview with a member of the centralized physician team is required to lift the isolation
(Embaetti landlaeknis Directorate of Health, 2020). For household members in quarantine, the quarantine can’t be
lifted until 14 days has passed since the last exposure lf the case, including direct touch, close proximity within 2
metres for at least 15 minutes, or sharing a bathroom, Individuals ideally are separately released from quarantine
or all must stay in quarantine until 14 days after the last possible transmission. Iceland is also using a mobile
tracing app, with double consent (double opt-in by both data collection and data sharing stages), to help with
contact tracing (Embaetti landlaeknis Directorate of Health, 2020).
The UK guidelines has separate recommendations for ending isolation based on whether the symptomatic person
lives alone or with others in the household. If living alone, isolation can be ended seven days after symptom onset
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if the person does not have a high fever and is feeling better. A cough alone is not considered enough concern to
continue isolation; however, if a fever persists, they are asked to continue isolation until it resolves. If the case
lives with others, a 14 day household-isolation protocol starts at the day of symptom onset in the first person to
become ill. That person can ended their isolation after 7 days based on the above guidelines, but the remaining
household members should continue in isolation for an additional 7 days (14 days total). If another family member
becomes ill during the 14-day household isolation period, they should also isolate for 7 days after the onset of
their symptoms as above. The 14 day household isolation does not need to be extended for those who are still
asymptomatic (Public Health England, 2020). WHO guidelines also recommend that contacts be quarantined and
monitored for at least 14 days from the last exposure (World Health Organization, 2020b)

Research Question 3: Return to Work (RTW)
Evidence from the Primary Literature:
To understand if RT-PCR testing strategies should be used in RTW decisions, it is important to the duration of
viral RNA shedding detectable by RTPCR. An RT-PCR positive test does not equate with live virus; this test may
be identifying non-viable virus or viral fragments. There are a number of peer-reviewed, mostly retrospective,
studies as well as a number of case studies describing viral shedding identified by RT-PCR. For example, in two
peer reviewed retrospective studies of 113 and 301 hospitalized Chinese patients the median duration of
shedding was 17 days from symptom onset (IQR 13-22) (Xu et al., 2020); and 20 days (IQR, 17-24) respectively
(Zhou et al, 2020) . In 191 hospitalized Chinese patients, the median length of the period from symptoms onset to
negative RT-PCR test was also 20 days (IQR, 17-24) (Xiao et al., 2020). All three studies used archived serial
samples for their analysis. Xiao et al (2020) describe all their cases as mild to moderate, while the other studies
had cases with a range of disease severity. Hospitalized patients are likely more severely affected than nonhospitalized patients and Xu et al (2020) suggest that more severe disease was associated with longer viral
shedding. Other potential limitations of both studies are confounders associated with, case identification,
treatments received, and other testing and case management differences.
Relevant grey literature:
Alberta Health Services testing policy includes any HCW presenting with the main symptoms of COVID-19 - fever,
cough, shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, sore throat, or a runny nose, but not those feeling unwell but not
demonstrating these symptoms (Alberta Health Services, 2020). The HCW must isolate for 10 days after
symptoms onset or until symptoms resolve (whichever is longer), but the HCW must not return to work until 14
days after symptom onset and symptoms are resolved, whichever is longer. If the HCW has close contact with a
COVID-positive or a person with acute respiratory illness (without appropriate PPE) they must quarantine for 14
days while monitoring for symptoms. They must also quarantine and monitor for symptoms after return from travel
outside Canada or following laboratory exposure to COVID-19 virus (AHS, 2020). If an HCW was tested but the
test is negative and they have no travel exposure in the last 2 weeks, they can stop their isolation when
symptoms resolve. There is no provision for testing of HCW prior to RTW (Alberta Health Services, 2020).
The CDC guidelines are similar in terms of length of self-isolation but differ from the AHS recommendations in
several ways. From their website, CDC recommends RTW decisions based on a test-based strategy, in which
HCW are excluded from work until there is fever resolution (without using fever-reducing medications), and
improvement in respiratory symptoms (cough, shortness of breath), and the individual demonstrate negative
results on at least two consecutive COVID-19 swab specimens collected more than 24 hours apart (Centre for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2020). CDC recommends this test-based strategy for HCWs who have
prolonged symptoms or have underlying medical conditions that could contribute to prolonged viral shedding
(Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020). It testing is unavailable, CDC recommends a non-test based
strategy where at least 72 hours have passed since fever resolution (without using fever-reducing
medications) and respiratory symptoms improvement as above, and at least 7 days have passed since symptom
onset. Unlike AHS, the CDC outlines that an asymptomatic HCW who tests positive for COVID-19 can return to
work when repeat testing is negative or after 10 days since the last known positive test, assuming no symptoms
develop during the isolation period. Also, HCW who were a suspect case but were not tested should be managed
according to the non-test-based strategy (Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020). Individualized risk
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assessment could also be done based on contact risk levels described above (Centre for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2020).
WHO guidelines for RTW to food businesses suggest that workers’ symptoms should have resolved and that they
have tested negative on two consecutive PCR tests at least 24 hours apart. If this testing in not feasible, WHO
recommends waiting two weeks after symptoms have resolved before RTW WHO recommends that an RT-PCR
test is completed at the end of the quarantine period (World Health Organization, 2020c).

Evolving Evidence
The evidence for this topic is changing very rapidly. Further evidence the efficacy of using CVICs and their
associated quarantine, isolation and testing strategies in localized outbreaks is needed to guide long term
strategy. It is necessary to monitor the literature for information about validated serological tests combined with
knowledge about protective immunity, and duration of immunity following SARS-CoV-2 infection which is currently
not available but would help inform decisions around vulnerable populations in specific settings. The literature on
asymptomatic transmission is also changing rapidly. This review should be re-visited regularly to stay up to date
with new evidence.
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1 Appendix
1.1

List of Abbreviations

AHS: Alberta Health Services
COVID-19: Coronavirus Disease-2019
HCW: Health care worker
KRS: Knowledge Resource Services
LTCF: Long-Term Care Facility
MERS: Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
PPE: Personal protective equipment
RR: Rapid Review
RT-PCR: Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction
RTW: Return to Work
SAG: Scientific Advisory Group
SARS: Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
SARS-CoV-2: Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome – Coronavirus – 2
WHO: World Health Organization

Literature Search Details
The literature searches were conducted by Lauren Seal and Nicole Loroff from the Knowledge Resource Service
(KRS) within the Knowledge Management Department of Alberta Health Services. KRS searched databases for
articles on concepts related to quarantine, COVID-19 or SARS/MERS/Influenza, disease outbreaks, disease
transmission, return to work +/- modelling, modelling localized outbreak transmission. COVID-19 related articles
were identified from Dec 2019 to present. SARS, MERS and Influenza related articles were identified within the
last 15 years. Databases searched included: TRIP Pro/Google Scholar/Google/LitCovid/Oxford,
CEBM/CDC/NICE/WHO/National Institute of Health/BMJ Best Practice/Lancet Journal/Elsevier Journals/Medrxiv
Preprints/Cochrane/covidevidence.org/Ebsco COVID Portal. Please see search details below. Articles identified
by KRS in their search were initially screened by title for relevance by KRS using the concepts identified above.
The RR team searched the databases listed in the COVID-19 Resource Checklist and performed the initial title
screen based on the concepts listed above during this initial search due to time constraints. The RR Team then
performed a secondary review on articles identified through the first screen, using a rapid review of the entire
article. If the article met the inclusion/exclusion criteria listed below it went forward to the critical appraisal stage.
The RR team also performed this secondary review on articles provided by SAG and a few articles identified
through a previous review. In summary, 191 articles were identified by KRS and the RR team for secondary
review, 48 were included for critical appraisal and 143 were excluded.

Critical Appraisal
Critical appraisal was conducted using an adapted Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT) (Hong et al.., 2018).
References were evaluated on three criteria: 1) Peer reviewed or from a reputable source; 2) Clear research
question or issue; 3) Whether the presented data/evidence is appropriate to address the research question. This
modified MMAT method allows for a quick appraisal of the evidence and provides a yes/no decision for inclusion
based on quality. However, it does not provide a ranking of the studies or detailed analysis of the aspects of
quality. The attached QA table below summarizes the results of the critical appraisal and includes sources flagged
by SAG members as receiving public attention or determined by the writer/reviewers to be relevant to the
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question. As the highest quality of evidence was not always available other references were included with their
limitations stated. The summary of quality assessment results for articles included in this review can be found in
the attached document.

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for results of the literature search
Inclusion Criteria
1.COVID related articles from Dec 2019 to
present, grey and peer-reviewed literature
2. Question 1:
 Group quarantine, quarantine sites or
centers, outbreaks, clusters
 and
 Needs to contribute to evidence about
reducing transmission
 Models of primary and secondary
transmission in localized outbreak
 Social benefits of centres – domestic
abuse etc
3. Question 2:
 RT-PCR at different stages
 Serology if it was validated test – to see
who has already been infected and
immune (immune response, protective
immunity)
 Quarantine/isolation centre info
4. Question 3:
 Return to work recommendations
elsewhere in the world for COVID
 Other pandemic recommendations if peerreviewed
 Modelling of return to work

Exclusion Criteria
1. Individual home isolation
2. General restrictions on society
3. Other pandemic article in last 15 years,
only peer –reviewed literature

Search Strategy for Research Questions 1 and 2
Medline
1 exp Disease Transmission, Infectious/ (67420)
2 transmit*.mp. (175606)
3 transmission.mp. (508714)
4 spread.mp. (156965)
5 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 (782630)
6 exp Coronavirus/ or exp Coronavirus Infections/ or coronaviru*.mp. or "corona virus*".mp. or ncov*.mp. or ncov*.mp. or "novel cov".mp. or COVID-19.mp. or COVID19.mp. or COVID-2019.mp. or COVID2019.mp. or SARSCOV-2.mp. or SARSCOV-2.mp. or SARSCOV2.mp. or SARSCOV19.mp. or Sars-Cov-19.mp. or SarsCov-19.mp.
or SARSCOV2019.mp. or Sars-Cov-2019.mp. or SarsCov-2019.mp. or "severe acute respiratory syndrome cov
2".mp. or "2019 ncov".mp. or "2019ncov".mp. (20305)
7 exp Disease Outbreaks/ (94537)
8 "disease outbreak".mp. (2174)
9 6 or 7 or 8 (112797)
10 exp Quarantine/ (2133)
11 (quarantine adj3 centre).mp. (5)
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12 (quarantine adj3 center).mp. (11)
13 (quarantine adj3 facilit*).mp. (97)
14 (quarantine adj3 station*).mp. (127)
15 (isolation adj3 centre).mp. (16)
16 (isolation adj3 center).mp. (58)
17 (isolation adj3 facilit*).mp. (1342)
18 (isolation adj3 station*).mp. (29)
19 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 (3740)
20 5 and 9 and 19 (354)
21 limit 20 to last 10 years (169)
1 exp Coronavirus/ or exp Coronavirus Infections/ or coronaviru*.mp. or "corona virus*".mp. or ncov*.mp. or ncov*.mp. or "novel cov".mp. or COVID-19.mp. or COVID19.mp. or COVID-2019.mp. or COVID2019.mp. or SARSCOV-2.mp. or SARSCOV-2.mp. or SARSCOV2.mp. or SARSCOV19.mp. or Sars-Cov-19.mp. or SarsCov-19.mp.
or SARSCOV2019.mp. or Sars-Cov-2019.mp. or SarsCov-2019.mp. or "severe acute respiratory syndrome cov
2".mp. or "2019 ncov".mp. or "2019ncov".mp. (20305)
2 exp Disease Outbreaks/ (94537)
3 "disease outbreak".mp. (2174)
4 1 or 2 or 3 (112797)
5 (quarantine adj3 centre).mp. (5)
6 (quarantine adj3 center).mp. (11)
7 (quarantine adj3 facilit*).mp. (97)
8 (quarantine adj3 station*).mp. (127)
9 (isolation adj3 centre).mp. (16)
10 (isolation adj3 center).mp. (58)
11 (isolation adj3 facilit*).mp. (1342)
12 (isolation adj3 station*).mp. (29)
13 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 (1672)
14 4 and 13 (105)
15 limit 14 to last 10 years (46)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 exp Disease Transmission, Infectious/ (67420)
2 transmit*.mp. (175606)
3 transmission.mp. (508714)
4 spread.mp. (156965)
5 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 (782630)
6 exp Coronavirus/ or exp Coronavirus Infections/ or coronaviru*.mp. or "corona virus*".mp. or ncov*.mp. or ncov*.mp. or "novel cov".mp. or COVID-19.mp. or COVID19.mp. or COVID-2019.mp. or COVID2019.mp. or SARSCOV-2.mp. or SARSCOV-2.mp. or SARSCOV2.mp. or SARSCOV19.mp. or Sars-Cov-19.mp. or SarsCov-19.mp.
or SARSCOV2019.mp. or Sars-Cov-2019.mp. or SarsCov-2019.mp. or "severe acute respiratory syndrome cov
2".mp. or "2019 ncov".mp. or "2019ncov".mp. (20305)
7 exp Disease Outbreaks/ (94537)
8 "disease outbreak".mp. (2174)
9 6 or 7 or 8 (112797)
10 (quarantine adj2 facilit*).mp. (87)
11 (quarantine adj2 centre*).mp. (4)
12 (quarantine adj2 center*).mp. (20)
13 (quarantine adj2 station*).mp. (127)
14 (isolation adj2 centre*).mp. (14)
15 (isolation adj2 center*).mp. (54)
16 (isolation adj2 facilit*).mp. (1113)
17 (isolation adj2 station*).mp. (17)
18 housing for the elderly/ or public housing/ or refugee camps/ (3116)
19 exp Schools/ (116836)
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26

"boarding school*".mp. (706)
hotel*.mp. (3989)
exp Fitness Centers/ (549)
"public building*".mp. (370)
10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 (126592)
5 and 9 and 24 (657)
limit 25 to last 5 years (139)

CINAHL
S1
(MH "Coronavirus+")
S2
(MH "Coronavirus Infections+")
S3
coronaviru*
S4
"corona virus"
S5
ncov*
Database - CINAHL Plus with Full Text Display
S6
n-cov*
S7
COVID-19 OR COVID19 OR COVID-2019 OR COVID2019
S8
SARS-COV-2 OR SARSCOV-2 OR SARSCOV2 OR SARSCOV19 OR SARSCOV-19 OR SARSCOV-19 OR SARSCOV2019 OR SARS-COV-2019 OR SARSCOV-2019
S9
"severe acute respiratory syndrome cov 2" OR "severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus*"
S10
"2019 ncov" OR 2019ncov OR Hcov*
S11
(MH "Disease Outbreaks")
28,193
S12
(MH "Quarantine")
530
S13
voluntary N2 quarantine OR quarantine N2 centre OR quarantine N2 center
OR quarantine N2 facilit* OR quarantine N2 station* OR voluntary N2 isolat* OR isolation N2 centre* OR isolation
N2 center* OR isolation N2 facilit* OR isolation N2 station*
220
S14
central* N2 quarantine OR central* N2 isolation OR centralized N2 quarantine
OR centralized N2 isolation
21
S15
S1 OR S2 OR S3 OR S4 OR S5 OR S6 OR S7 OR S8 OR S9 OR S10 OR
S11
31,010
S16
S12 OR S13 OR S14 763
S17
S15 AND S16 333
PubMed
5 #3 AND #4 ((((((((((((((((((("exp"[All Fields] AND (("coronavirus"[MeSH Terms] OR "coronavirus"[All Fields]) OR
"coronaviruses"[All Fields])) OR ("exp"[All Fields] AND (("coronavirus infections"[MeSH Terms] OR
("coronavirus"[All Fields] AND "infections"[All Fields])) OR "coronavirus infections"[All Fields]))) OR
"coronaviru*"[All Fields]) OR "corona virus*"[All Fields]) OR "ncov*"[All Fields]) OR "n cov*"[All Fields]) OR
((((((("covid 19"[All Fields] OR "COVID-2019"[All Fields]) OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2"[Supplementary Concept]) OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2"[All Fields]) OR "2019
ncov"[All Fields]) OR "sars cov 2"[All Fields]) OR "2019ncov"[All Fields]) OR (("wuhan"[All Fields] AND
("coronavirus"[MeSH Terms] OR "coronavirus"[All Fields])) AND (2019/12/1:2019/12/31[Date - Publication] OR
2020/1/1:2020/12/31[Date - Publication])))) OR (("covid 19"[Supplementary Concept] OR "covid 19"[All Fields])
OR "covid19"[All Fields])) OR "COVID-2019"[All Fields]) OR "COVID2019"[All Fields]) OR (("severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2"[Supplementary Concept] OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2"[All Fields]) OR "sars cov 2"[All Fields])) OR "SARSCOV-2"[All Fields]) OR "SARSCOV2"[All
Fields]) OR "SARSCOV19"[All Fields]) OR "Sars-Cov-19"[All Fields]) OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome cov
2"[All Fields]) OR "2019 ncov"[All Fields]) OR "2019ncov"[All Fields]) OR ("disease outbreaks"[MeSH Terms] OR
"disease outbreak*"[Title/Abstract])) AND ((((((((((("quarantine centre*"[Title/Abstract] OR "quarantine
center*"[Title/Abstract]) OR "quarantine facilit*"[Title/Abstract]) OR "quarantine station*"[Title/Abstract]) OR
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"central quarantine*"[Title/Abstract]) OR "centralized quarantine*"[Title/Abstract]) OR "central
isolation*"[Title/Abstract]) OR "centralized isolation*"[Title/Abstract]) OR "isolation centre*"[Title/Abstract]) OR
"isolation center*"[Title/Abstract]) OR "isolation facilit*"[Title/Abstract]) OR "isolation station*"[Title/Abstract])
80
4 ((((((((((("quarantine centre*"[Title/Abstract]) OR ("quarantine center*"[Title/Abstract])) OR ("quarantine
facilit*"[Title/Abstract])) OR ("quarantine station*"[Title/Abstract])) OR ("central* quarantine*"[Title/Abstract])) OR
("centralized quarantine*"[Title/Abstract])) OR ("central* isolation*"[Title/Abstract])) OR ("centralized
isolation*"[Title/Abstract])) OR ("isolation centre*"[Title/Abstract])) OR ("isolation center*"[Title/Abstract])) OR
("isolation facilit*"[Title/Abstract])) OR ("isolation station*"[Title/Abstract]) "quarantine centre*"[Title/Abstract] OR
"quarantine center*"[Title/Abstract] OR "quarantine facilit*"[Title/Abstract] OR "quarantine station*"[Title/Abstract]
OR "central quarantine*"[Title/Abstract] OR "centralized quarantine*"[Title/Abstract] OR "central
isolation*"[Title/Abstract] OR "centralized isolation*"[Title/Abstract] OR "isolation centre*"[Title/Abstract] OR
"isolation center*"[Title/Abstract] OR "isolation facilit*"[Title/Abstract] OR "isolation station*"[Title/Abstract] 437
3 #1 OR #2 (((((((((((((((((("exp"[All Fields] AND (("coronavirus"[MeSH Terms] OR "coronavirus"[All Fields]) OR
"coronaviruses"[All Fields])) OR ("exp"[All Fields] AND (("coronavirus infections"[MeSH Terms] OR
("coronavirus"[All Fields] AND "infections"[All Fields])) OR "coronavirus infections"[All Fields]))) OR
"coronaviru*"[All Fields]) OR "corona virus*"[All Fields]) OR "ncov*"[All Fields]) OR "n cov*"[All Fields]) OR
((((((("covid 19"[All Fields] OR "COVID-2019"[All Fields]) OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2"[Supplementary Concept]) OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2"[All Fields]) OR "2019
ncov"[All Fields]) OR "sars cov 2"[All Fields]) OR "2019ncov"[All Fields]) OR (("wuhan"[All Fields] AND
("coronavirus"[MeSH Terms] OR "coronavirus"[All Fields])) AND (2019/12/1:2019/12/31[Date - Publication] OR
2020/1/1:2020/12/31[Date - Publication])))) OR (("covid 19"[Supplementary Concept] OR "covid 19"[All Fields])
OR "covid19"[All Fields])) OR "COVID-2019"[All Fields]) OR "COVID2019"[All Fields]) OR (("severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2"[Supplementary Concept] OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2"[All Fields]) OR "sars cov 2"[All Fields])) OR "SARSCOV-2"[All Fields]) OR "SARSCOV2"[All
Fields]) OR "SARSCOV19"[All Fields]) OR "Sars-Cov-19"[All Fields]) OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome cov
2"[All Fields]) OR "2019 ncov"[All Fields]) OR "2019ncov"[All Fields]) OR ("disease outbreaks"[MeSH Terms] OR
"disease outbreak*"[Title/Abstract])
115,887
2 (disease outbreak[MeSH Terms]) OR ("disease outbreak*"[Title/Abstract]) "disease outbreaks"[MeSH Terms]
OR "disease outbreak*"[Title/Abstract] 98,301
1 ((((((((((((((((("exp"[All Fields] AND (("coronavirus"[MeSH Terms] OR "coronavirus"[All Fields]) OR
"coronaviruses"[All Fields])) OR ("exp"[All Fields] AND (("coronavirus infections"[MeSH Terms] OR
("coronavirus"[All Fields] AND "infections"[All Fields])) OR "coronavirus infections"[All Fields]))) OR
"coronaviru*"[All Fields]) OR "corona virus*"[All Fields]) OR "ncov*"[All Fields]) OR "n cov*"[All Fields]) OR
((((((("covid 19"[All Fields] OR "COVID-2019"[All Fields]) OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2"[Supplementary Concept]) OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2"[All Fields]) OR "2019
ncov"[All Fields]) OR "sars cov 2"[All Fields]) OR "2019ncov"[All Fields]) OR (("wuhan"[All Fields] AND
("coronavirus"[MeSH Terms] OR "coronavirus"[All Fields])) AND (2019/12/1:2019/12/31[Date - Publication] OR
2020/1/1:2020/12/31[Date - Publication])))) OR (("covid 19"[Supplementary Concept] OR "covid 19"[All Fields])
OR "covid19"[All Fields])) OR "COVID-2019"[All Fields]) OR "COVID2019"[All Fields]) OR (("severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2"[Supplementary Concept] OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2"[All Fields]) OR "sars cov 2"[All Fields])) OR "SARSCOV-2"[All Fields]) OR "SARSCOV2"[All
Fields]) OR "SARSCOV19"[All Fields]) OR "Sars-Cov-19"[All Fields]) OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome cov
2"[All Fields]) OR "2019 ncov"[All Fields]) OR "2019ncov"[All Fields]
19,563
TRIP Pro/Google Scholar/Google/LitCovid/Oxford CEBM/CDC/NICE/WHO/National Institute of Health/BMJ Best
Practice/Lancet Journal/Elsevier Journals/Medrxiv Preprints/Cochrane/covidevidence.org/Ebsco COVID Portal
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("covid-19" OR coronavirus OR “corona virus” OR “SARS-COV-2” OR pandemic OR “disease outbreak”) AND
(“quarantine centre” or “quarantine center” OR “quarantine facility” OR “quarantine station” OR “centralized
quarantine” Or “isolation centre” OR “isolation facility” OR “isolation center” OR “isolation station” or “centralized
isolation”)
(“quarantine centre” or “quarantine center” OR “quarantine facility” OR “Quarantine facilities” OR “quarantine
station” OR “centralized quarantine” Or “isolation centre” OR “isolation facility” OR “isolation facilities” OR
“isolation center” OR “isolation station” or “centralized isolation”)
(COVID-19 OR sars-cov-2 OR coronavirus OR "corona virus" OR SARS OR H1N1 OR pandemic OR "disease
outbreak") AND (centre OR facility OR center OR station OR centralized OR building) AND (quarantine OR
isolation)
(COVID-19 OR sars-cov-2 OR coronavirus OR "corona virus" OR SARS OR H1N1 OR pandemic OR "disease
outbreak") AND (“quarantine centre” or “quarantine center” OR “quarantine facility” OR “Quarantine facilities” OR
“quarantine station” OR “centralized quarantine” Or “isolation centre” OR “isolation facility” OR “isolation facilities”
OR “isolation center” OR “isolation station” or “centralized isolation”)

Search Strategy for Research Question 3
Search Terms
Return to Work
Return to Work [MeSH]; “return* to work” [Keyword]; return-to-work [Keyword]; return* adj2 work*
[Keyword]; “back to work” [Keyword]; back-to-work [Keyword]; resum* work [Keyword]
Related terms: Occupational Health [MeSH]; Employment [MeSH]; Unemployment [MeSH]; Workplace [MeSH];
Work [MeSH
COVID-19
Use prepared search filters
Pandemic (general) Concept
Pandemics [MeSH]; Disease Outbreaks [MeSH]; Epidemics [MeSH]; Communicable Diseases [MeSH];
Communicable Disease Control [MeSH]; Influenza A Virus, H1N1 Subtype [MeSH]; Pneumococcal Infections
[MeSH]; Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus [MeSH]; Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome [MeSH];
SARS Virus [MeSH]; “severe acute respiratory sydome” [Keyword]; pandemic*[Keyword]; outbreak* [Keyword];
epidemic* [Keyword]; communicable disease* [Keyword]; transmissible disease* [Keyword]; SARS [Keyword];
influenza
[Keyword]; contagious [Keyword]; MERS [Keyword]; MERS‐Cov [Keyword]; SARS‐Cov [Keyword]
Related terms: infect* [Keyword]
Databases: MEDLINE (via OVID), PubMed, Trip Pro, Google Scholar, Google, select curated literature collections
Database(s): Ovid MEDLINE(R) and In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and Daily 1946 to April 20, 2020
# Searches and Results
1
exp Coronavirus/ or exp Coronavirus Infections/ or (coronaviru* or "corona virus*" or ncov* or n-cov* or
"novel cov" or COVID-19 or COVID19 or COVID-2019 or COVID2019 or SARS-CoV-2 or SARSCoV-2 or
SARSCoV2 or SARSCoV19 or SARS-CoV-19 or SARSCoV-19 or SARSCoV2019 or
SARS-Cov-2019 or SARSCov-2019 or "severe acute respiratory syndrome cornoaviru*" or "severe
acute respiratory syndrome cov 2" or "2019 ncov" or "2019ncov").mp. 20577
2
Return to Work/ 2425
3
("return* to work" or "return-to-work").mp.
11715
4
(return* adj2 work*).mp. 12098
5
("back to work" or back-to-work).mp.
744
6
(resume* adj2 work).mp.
468
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7
2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6
12927
8
1 and 7 7
9
limit 8 to yr="2019 -Current"
2
10
Work/ or Workplace/ or Employment/ or Unemployment/ or Occupational Health/ 116411
11
1 and 10
51
12
limit 11 to yr="2019 -Current"
2
13
exp Disease Outbreaks/ or exp Communicable Diseases/ or exp Communicable Disease Control/ 442871
14
(pandemic* or outbreak* or epidemic* or communicable disease* or transmissible disease*).ab,ti. 202402
15
13 or 14
566114
16
7 and 15
112
17
limit 16 to english language
107
18
limit 17 to "reviews (best balance of sensitivity and specificity)" 13
19
limit 17 to yr="2010 -Current"
55
20
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus/ or SARS Virus/ or Influenza A Virus, H1N1 Subtype/ or
Pneumococcal Infections/ or Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome/
34774
21
7 and 20
3
22
(MERS or MERS-Cov or SARS or SARS-Cov or H1N1 or influenza or contagious).ab,ti. 112873
23
7 and 22
26
24
infectious.ab,ti. 209985
25
7 and 24
49
26
limit 25 to english language
41
Database(s): PubMed
Search Strategy: # Searches Results
1
(coronavirus [MeSH]) OR ("coronavirus infections"[MeSH Terms]) OR (coronavirus [All Fields]) OR
("covid 2019") OR ("SARS2") OR ("SARS-CoV-2") OR ("SARS-CoV-19") OR ("severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2" [supplementary concept]) OR (coronavirus infection) OR
("severe acute respiratory" pneumonia outbreak) OR ("novel cov") OR (2019ncov) OR (sars cov2) OR (cov2) OR
(ncov) OR (covid-19) OR (covid19) OR (coronaviridae) OR ("corona virus") 25188
2
(Return to Work[MeSH Terms]) OR (return to work or return-to-work or resum* work or back to work or
back-to-work) 34625
3
1 and 2 20
4
limit 3 to yr="2019 -Current"
13
5
(Work or Workplace or Employment or Unemployment or Occupational Health[MeSH Terms])
1283493
6
1 and 5 947
7
limit 6 to yr="2019 -Current"
359
8
limit 7 to english language
333
9
(Disease Outbreaks or Communicable Diseases or Communicable Disease Control[MeSH Terms]) OR
(pandemic* or outbreak* or epidemic* or communicable disease* or transmissible disease)
752189
10
2 and 9 657
13
Return to Work[MESH Terms] 2433
14
9 and 13
3
15
((Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus or SARS Virus or Influenza A Virus, H1N1 Subtype or
Pneumococcal Infections or Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome[MeSH Terms])) OR
(MERS or MERS-Cov or SARS or SARS-Cov or H1N1 or influenza or contagious)
180630
16
2 and 15
93
17
limit 16 to english language
83
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Trip Pro/Google Scholar/Google Advanced
(COVID‐19 OR coronavirus OR COVID19 OR “corona virus” OR ncov OR n‐cov OR covid‐2019 OR covid2019
OR SARS‐CoV‐2 OR SARS‐CoV‐19 OR SARS‐CoV‐2019 OR “severe acute respiratory syndrome) AND (“return
to work” OR return* to work OR return‐to‐work OR “back to work” OR back‐to‐work OR resum* work)
LitCOVID/WHO Global Research on COVID-19/CEBM/Elsevier/CDC/covid-evidence.org/Evidence Aid/Wolters
Kluwer Coronavirus/Cochrane Library/NICE guidelines/BMJ COVID-19
“return to work OR return‐to‐work OR returning to work OR “back to work” OR back‐to‐work OR resume work OR
resuming work

Supplementary Search Strategy for Disease Transmission Models related to ongoing
transmission within localized outbreaks or related to return to work
Search Strategy
MEDLINE (via OVID)/PubMed
# Searches Results
1 exp Coronavirus/ or exp Coronavirus Infections/ or (coronaviru* or "corona virus*" or ncov* or n-cov* or "novel
cov" or COVID-19 or COVID19 or COVID-2019 or COVID2019 or SARS-CoV-2 or SARSCoV-2 or SARSCoV2 or
SARSCoV19 or SARS-CoV-19 or SARSCoV-19 or SARSCoV2019
or SARS-Cov-2019 or SARSCov-2019 or "severe acute respiratory syndrome cornoaviru*" or
"severe acute respiratory syndrome cov 2" or "2019 ncov" or "2019ncov").mp. 20745
2 exp Disease Transmission, Infectious/ or (transmission or transmit* or infectivity or infectious* or spread*).mp.
1077008
3 Models, Immunological/ or (model* or project*).mp. 4073168
4 1 and 2 and 3 1088
5 limit 4 to english language 1060
6 limit 5 to yr="2020 -Current" 123
7 work*.mp. 1578897
8 6 and 7 8
9 local*.mp. 1409311
10 6 and 9 9
11 1 and 3 and 7
208
12 limit 11 to english language
200
13 limit 12 to yr="2020 -Current" 18
14 1 and 3 and 9
170
15 limit 14 to english language
166
16 limit 15 to yr="2020 -Current" 11
17 localize outbreak*.mp.
142
18 1 and 3 and 17
0
TRIP Pro/Google Scholar/Google/ LitCovid/CEBM/WHO/CochraneLibrary/CDC
(COVID-19 OR coronavirus OR COVID19 OR “corona virus” OR ncov OR n-cov OR covid-2019 OR covid2019
OR SARS-CoV-2 OR SARS-CoV-19 OR SARS-CoV-2019 OR “severe acute respiratory syndrome)
(transmission OR transmit OR transmitting OR infectivity OR infectiousness) AND (model* or project*) AND
(local* OR work* OR “localized outbreak*)
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